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energy of Mr. 0. E. McMeans, have just been
treated with a "Class News Letter" from nearly
all of the class. The success cf this first venture
BOARD OF EDITORS:
speaks only too highly for the enthusiasm of the
Editor in Chief,
men and the labors of the originator.
T. D. WITHERSPOON, JR.
Some time ago Mr. McMeans conceived the
Associate Editors,
of issuing, semi-annually, a mimeographed
Assistant Editor idea
A. D. KIDDER
Alumni copy of the letters received from the members of
•
W. D. CREBS
Athletics
the class. Postal card notices were sent to all,
H. B. STILZ
t
A. D. KIDDER
with the request that each give such items of
, Local
J. J. MCCLELLAN
news as to their whereabouts and experiences as
Exchange
W. H. INsi;gxr
would be of interest to their old classmates. The
Artist
J. M. LANSDEN, JR
response was most gratifying, the first number
Executive Department,
has been sent out with letters from almost the
Business Manager
H. C. SCHWABLE
Assistant Manager
R. K. ROCHESTER •
•
whole class, with the general wish that the "News
Letter" become a regular affair.
TERMS:
The benefit to be derived from each one knowOne Year, $1.00. Single Copies, 15 Cents.
ing the location and occupation of the others will
Issued Monthly at Rose.Polytechnic Institute.
be only second to the pleasure of hearing how the
Entered at the Post Office, Terre Haute, Ind., as second-class
other members are getting along— their ambitions
mail matter.
and failures. Coming from all over the country
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
and each reporting the industrial conditions of
Hereafter we shall follow the geneial rule regarding subscriptions, and shall continue sending THE TECHNIC to subscribers until
his seaion, will serve ag a mutual benefit bureau.
notified to discontinue.
Could this be adopted by each class, the Alumni
of the Rose Tech would be drawn closer together
T the last meeting of the staff of THE TECHand their Alma Mater would not so soon be forNIC, Mr. Robert K. Rochester, '01, of
gotten, and all interest in the institution lost.
Dayton, Ohio, was eleated Assistant Business
May this venture of the class of '96 arouse the
Manager. He enters into his new duties with
interest of the Alumni, and the "Class News
laurels rightly won, having edited, last year the
Letter" become established among all of the
Dayton High School Times, and raised the standclasses.
ard of the journal to the first rinks of High
oe,.,4Je
School publications. In his new capacity we feel
confident that he will throw that interest and
ANY times have our Alumni and :students
energy which will bring success to all of his unbeen favored by having mention made in
dertakings.
the scientific journals of articles written for THE
TECHNIC. Sothetimes only a notice of the im.
TECHNIC has been allowed the privi- portant points and again the articles are published
lege of seeing one of the most unique plans in full. We note with great pleasure in the
for a closer fellowship and mutual understanding Electrical World of July 24th, 1897, that the
thesis of Hall and Hellweg, '97, "Elearicity
among the members of an Alumni class.
The class of '96, through the interest and Direct from Coal," is published in full.
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The Freshmen, beyond catching a few of the
HE Rose Tech Club, of Chicago, at their
last meeting, passed resolutions making Juniors and Seniors and painting their faces,
THE TECHNIC the official organ of the club; that were unusually quiet. The next morning a few
all announcements of meetings and reports would "Naughty Ones" could be seen here and there
be issued through its columns; and that the mem- on the pavements and fences. The friends of the
bership dues be raised one dollar to pay for THE Institute were much gratified that the papers did
TECHNIC. The club is to be congratulated on not credit this innocent fun of the classmen to a
this step to bring the Alumni and student body spirit of wanton destruCtion, and their condua
in closer touch. And we hope that the other was such that they could only be spoken of as
Rose Tech Clubs will follow the example, send- gentlemen.
The absence of a number of the members of
ing such items of news and advice as are met
the Junior class with the football team, caused
With in the every-day life of the engineer.
,Full proceedings of the meetings are very much not a little speculation as to the probability of
desired and THE TECHNIC would suggest that "something" being done, but as the hours wore
the secretary be instructed to send regular re- on, it became very evident that nothing would
ports. Of course judgment must be used as to the happen, and the other classmen felt satisfied that
value of the accounts to the general body of the they could sleep without missing the fun.
Sunday more than one, however, took his after
readers, but as a rule the proceedings have been
given too briefly. Something more than a mere dinner walk past the Rose Tech, but no sign of a
change could be seen, and the more skeptical felt
program is desirable.
that the Juniors would let the night of All Saint's
'AAA
Day pass without ereCting a monument to their
HE committee, consisting of Professors Gray, class.
Howe and Wagner, having in charge the
formation of a course in Architecture, have about
N the last few weeks much has been written
completed their labors. The course is to be preand said of the present tendency of professented to the faculty at the next meting, and
sionalism in college football, especially in the
will then be'given to the public.
larger colleges. The fat that this tendency certainly does exist, and that immediate acction has
ALLOWE'EN! The very mention of the been taken by a great number of athletic boards
name sends a thrill through the hearts of and committees to suppress games with all teams
— memories of deeds of valor and of which there is'even a suspicion, shows a step in
Freshmen
the
daring flood the imagination, and the escapes the right direCtion and is to be highly commended
from the Rose Tech watchmen and the "cops" by all, who view the game for the game's sake.
are magnified in gigantic proportions until he There seems to be no danger of the professional
feels that he is indeed the hero of the hour. Hal- player ever securing a firm foothold in college
lowe'en has come and gone, and except the few athletics, still the tendency towards professionalblotches of paint here and there, little is left to ism is gaining a strong hold in the make-up of
college teams, and if measures are not taken at
charaderize it from all other nights.
Hallowe'en
was celebrated once to place the matter on a striaily amateur
Indeed, this year
with less noise and disturbance than in many basis, the game will be degraded to a lower level
years. The absence from the streets of the of athletic sports.
The prevailing opinion is, of course, much opcrowds of masked men and women throwing
cereals seems to have put a check on the excite- posed to allowing the game to sink to such a level,
ment usually aroused in the more mischievously but the bitter rivalry of colleges, and the close
quarters into which the managers are often
inclined.
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thrown, gives an excuse, and throws a veil over,
the methods used in securing men to fill desirable
positions. The retention of graduates and special
students who fill positions which no new man
could and who, by years of hard pradice and
playing, have demonstrated their fitness, together
with the men who enter college for the sole purpose of playing football and the transfer of star
players from one school to another, are subjeds
that require close attention and stria legislation.
There has also been another question which
has called forth many remarks, and one that can
not be given the clear and unqualified decision
that the question of professionalism in college
teams demands. College teams, from time to
time, • are challenged by Athletic Associations,
which are made up, in a great measure, by college
graduates, men who have played before, and
athletic diredors. Are such local teams organized for the sake of the game or from a financial
standpoint? If the latter, then the answer must
be they are professional and no college team
should play with such an organization. If the
former reason, then the question becomes one
more difficult to decide and one in which local
conditions must be considered.
Although made up in a measure of men who
have played before, still this does not make
them professional, any more than graduates
of colleges and high schools, entering ta university and playing on the university team.
_Whether it is advisable to put the management
of athletic affairs more fully into the hands of the
faculty, is another question which is being agitated. Surely students may be expeded to have
fa clearer understanding of the situation than any
faculty committee whose time is already so fully
taken up with other duties. Athletic affairs
should be left entirely in the hands of the students
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if it is desired that they take the proper amount
of interest in them. At the same time the faculty
must exercise a general supervision over all, to
prevent the student overstepping the proper
bounds, and as a conservative body, to regulate
the policy of the student which is ever to be led
on by impulse and patriotism.
The argument that this tendency towards professionalism is caused by the inadequate men who
are placed as managers,, whose inexperience and
enthusiasm led them to adopt measures and go
beyond their cooler judgment, is a far fetched
one. Often the faculty are as much in the wrong
as the managers in encouraging games with colleges and athletic associations where a tendency to
professionalism prevails and inducing men to
enter college for the sole reason that they will
strengthen the team, not by offers of cold cash,
but by promises of free living and tuition.
wleak's
E had hoped in this issue to report the first
meeting of the Scientific Society, but up
to the present time a meeting has not been called,
although the officers have been eleded and papers
assigned. This is to be deeply regretted. The
usual acclivity along other lines may be urged as
an excuse for the delay, yet we believe that it
should become as fixed an organization as the
Athletic Association and be able to pursue its
work unaffeded by temporary pressure in other
diredions.
The full schedule of the meetings and papers
to be read has not been completed but the first
meeting has been called by the President for
December 1st, and promises to be of unusual interest. Professor Peddle will read a paper on
"Coal Handling Machinery" and Platter, '99,
will present the subjed of "Duplex and Quadruplex Telegraphy."
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%orb Itetvin.
=by
Prot. Btbert a. faurot.

Y far the most conspicuous figure at the
great Toronto meeting of the British Association was Lord Kelvin, whose portrait appears
in this issue of THE TECHNIC. Somebody has
said that "we are hero worshippers at the shrine
of genius." Perhaps it is true; but we may be
pardoned, it seems to me, if we bow our heads in
homage, yea in something akin to worship, to
this genius who stands without a peer in the world
of science.
Lord Kelvin was born as plain William Thompson, in Belfast, June 25, 1824, of Scotch-Irish
parentage. His father, James Thompson, was at
that time professor of mathematics at the Royal
Academical Institute in Belfast, but was soon
after chosen to a similar position in Glasgow College. Young William was tutored by his father
till his eleventh year, when he entered Glasgow
College. From there he went to Cambridge and
was graduated in 1845, with high honors in
mathematics and science. He was immediately
eleded a fellow of the college. Less than a year
later he was eleaed professor of natural philosophy in Glasgow, and upon the occas:on of his installation he delivered an address upon The
Linear Motion of Heat, which received very
favorable notice. While still a student at Cambridge, at the age of 17, he had begun writing
for the Cambridge and Dublin MathematicalJournal, and his articles attraccted such attention that
soon after his return to' Glasgow he was chosen
editor of the Journal.
Of his many contributions to science, space

will admit the menticin of only a few. His discoveries in the various branches of physics and
mathematics have been of incalcuable value to
the world. His first papers were in defense of
Fourier's theories regarding heat and he spent
much of his time in the investigation of this subjeat. Through his discoveries the whole subject
of thermodynamics was placed for the first time
upon a scientific basis.
Early in life he turned his attention to the
problem of trans-oceanic communication, and it
was due almost entirely to his genius that the
first Atlantic cable was a success. The scientific
equipment of the Great Eastern, which laid the
cable, was largely the produal of his genius and
the mirror-galvanometer which received the first
message over the cable, was his invention. A
little later, he invented the spark recorder, an
improvement over the miiror-galvanometer, and
finally, in 1867, he gave us the siphon-recorder,
which is still used for receiving messages over
both long and short distance cables, Another
important invention in conneaion with submarine telegraphy, is his automatic curb-sender,
which greatly increased the rapidity of message
transmission.
His inventions in the field of navigation are of
scarcely less importance. Among these is his
improved mariner's compass, upon Which he was
engaged five years, much of the time upon the
sea studying the causes of compass-disturbances.
He was the first to constru& an instrument for
deep-sea sounding upon a moving ship. He has
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also invented instruments of the greatest mathe- electing him president, a life position, but he soon
matical accuracy for predieting the rise and fall after resigned. In June, 1896, the 50th anniversary of his installation as professor at Glasgow
of the tide in any given place.
By far the greatest number of his inventions was celebrated. No such demonstration in honor
are his instruments for eleCtrical measurement. of the achievements of a scientist Was ever before
The London Times, well says "he has revolu- witnessed. The whole scientific world paid its
tionized every department of elecctrical measure- tribute of respeCt to the genius of its chief. On
ment." Among these instruments may be men- this occasion he gave expression to the words
tioned the quadrant eledtrometer which finally which have often since been quoted: "One word
developed into the portable and absolute eleCtro- charaCterizes the most strenuous of the efforts for
meters, eleCtric balances, eledirostatic voltmeters, the advancement of that science that I have made
eleCtric wattmeters, and eleetric ergmeters. Be- perseveringly during 55 years. That word is
sides these he has contributed to science numerous failure. I know no more of the relation between
apparatus of lesser importance, such asTheostats, either, eleCtricity and ponderable matter or of
condensers, etc. One word characterizes all his chemical affinity than I knew and tried to teach
scientific, discoveries and inventions: accuracy. to my students 50 years ago."
A recent writer in summing up the achieveHis theories are most carefully worked out and
the name .of Kelvin upon an instrument means ments of Kelvin truly says: "In heat his name
is coupled with those of Joule and Rankine ; in
absolute reliability.
His writings are voluminbus and cover almost the dynamical theory of gases with Clausius and
the whole field of natural science. For the last Helmholtz; and in electricity and magnetism with
half century articles have flowed from his pen in Faraday and Maxwell. Apparently his name
a continuous stream. A whole number of THE will go down to posterity with those of Galileo,
TECHNIC would not suffice for a bare enumeration Newton and Pascal: His achievements would
of the various articles which he has written. The suffice to make at least three eminent reputations,
index to his' contributions to the Royal Society for not only is he the greatest physicist of the
alone fills nine quarto columns, and almost as day, but the leading electrical engineer, and
many more may be found in the Philosophical one of the most celebrated inventors. He is the
Magazine, of which he has long been one of the Napoleon of science."
Of the works of Lord Kelvin, the following are
editors.
He has been the recipient of many honors. The in our library: Popular Lectures and Addresses, 2
greatest colleges in the world have bestowed upon vols.; Notes and Lectures on Molecular Dynamics;
him their highest degrees. In 1868 he was Mathematical of Physical Papers, 3 vols.; Treaknighted by Queen Vicctoria for his achievements tise on Natural Philosophy, vol. 1, parts 1 and 2;
in submarine telegraphy, and in 1892 he was papers in the TransaCtions of the Royal Society
made a peer of the Realm in recognition of his and the Philosophical Magazine. Of Lord Kelservices to the world of science. It seems very vin's instruments, the following are in the phsifitting that in seleeting a new name for his new cal labratory : 4 reflecting galvanometers, 1 watttitle he should choose that of the little stream of meter, 2 vertical scale elecctrcistatic voltmeters, 2
Kelvin which flows past the old university in multicellular eleetrostatic voltmeters, 3 magnetowhich he has done praaically all his work. The static current meters, and 4 eleetric balances.
Royal Society honored him many years ago by
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'tort) ikelvin et$ a teacber.
by =
Prof. trbomas Ora.

L

ORD KELVIN has been for over sixty years
a student of science, and has been for a
great part of that time one of the most prominent
in the army of scientific workers which has made
the last half century one of the greatest, if not
the greatest, periods of scientific activity the world
has ever seen. He has recently said that the result of all his worls is characterized by the one
word— failure—when he considers how very
little he has been able to learn of the ultimate
nature of matter. Very different, however, was
the verdict of the large assembly of scientific men
who met a year ago to do honor to the jubilee of
his professional career. Perhaps, in a short note
for THE TECHNIC, the most interesting subject
bearing on Lord Kelvin's work will be a few
references to his methods of instruction in the
classroom and laboratory.
The ordinary course in Natural Philosophy
qualifying for degrees in Glasgow University, occupies seven hours per week of class work for
one year. Of this one hour per week is set aside
for a regular weekly written examination. Lord
Kelvin generally takes two of the remaining six
hours and delivers a course of lectures on dynamics and the properties of matter. The course,
though nominally a series of lectures, consists
largely of oral examination and discussion. He
is always interested in his subject and is delighted
to find a corresponding interest in his students
manifested by pertinent questions leading to discussion. His own discourses are largely informal
and are rich in illustrations of the bearing of the
subject on allied branches. The frequent digressions, whether historical or speculative, are

always of great interest to those members of his
class who have,been fortunate enough to acquire
some general knowledge of physics before attending his lectures. It has been remarked that after
his appointment to the professorship, in 1846, he
wrote a formal lecture intended as an introduction to his course, and that he has begun every
year since that time to read it but has not yet
succeeded. Before he has gone through more than
a few paragraphs a digression on some allied
topic is sure to intervene and then the chances
are that the formal lecture is entirely forgotten.
Those characteristic digressions giving information drawn from long personal experience and
observation and often bringing out opinions on debated questions which can not be obtained in any
other way form one of the great charms of his discourses. Many -Who have themselves become well
known in science have expressed the wish that
they could go back and hear again this elementary
course. One or two of his favorite subjects may
be mentioned: (a) Harmonic motion and the
various possible modes of motion of vibrating
systems. (b) The stability of spinning motion
in solid bodies and in liquids contained in solid
envelopes. This subject is generally illustrated
by a variety of interesting experiments with
gyrostats, of which Lord Kelvin possesses a
unique collection. (c) Viscosity and the flow of
viscous fluids including that.of several apparently
solid substances which are shown to be simply
fluids with great viscosity. Some striking illustrations are generally shown of this. For instance, an artificial glacier in which the ice is replaced by cobbler's wax allowed to flow dowh a
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narrow ravine formed of wood and provided with
narrows and windings to illustrate lines of flow,
etc. Another illustration may be mentioned. A
thick cake of wax is placed in the bottom of a
large cylindrical glass vessel with a number of
corks under it and covered with water. In the
course of a few weeks or months the corks will
be found floating in the water, having come up
through the wax. (d) The laws of diffusion,
illustrated by tubes containing liquids of different
density and color. Some long vertical tubes fixed
to the walls of the classroom, were filled about
twenty-five years ago and have the points to
which the liquids had reached in successive
years marked on them. In some cases the rate
of diffusion indicates that it will take about a
century for the lower liquid to reach the top of
the tube.
Man other subjects might be mentioned but
these are enough to indicate the nature of the
illustrative experiments on interesting properties
of matter to which the student's attention is
directed.
A specimen of the weekly review examination
papers is here given. The time allowed for the
paper was one hour:
1. Find the angular velocity in radians per second of
the rotation of a horizontal table about a vertical axis in
tile latitude of'Glasgow ( 55° 53'), and find the couple
required to communicate that velocity in one second to a
body whose moment of inertia is equal to that of the mass
2200 grammes placed at a distance V 20-centimetres from
the axis of rotation.
2. A gyrostat suspended with its axis vertical is set,
while spinning, to revolve in a circle like a conical pendulum. Why does it revolve faster in one direction than in
the other? Comparing the direction of the revolving
motion in the circle with that of the wheel, show in which
direction the circle is described fastest.
3. A gyrostat is hung with its axis horizontal from a
point in the frame directly above the center of gravity of
the wheel and frame The mass of the wheel is 1800
grammes, its radius of gyration 4 centimetres and it is
revolving at 200 turns per second. At a point 6 centimetres horizontal distance from the center of gravity of
the wheel and frame a weight of 100 grammes is hung
from the frame. Find the rate at which the axle turns in
azimuth.
4. A ball hung by a cord 10 feet long is set to revolve

in a horizontal circle 2 feet diameter as a conical pendulum. Find the time of revolution.
5. A uniform sphere weighing 10 lbs. is supported between two planes inclined respectively at 30° and 700 to
the horizon. Find the pressure against each plane.
6. Given a point executing simple harmonic motion
of period T and amplitude R. Prove that the displacement at any time f, reckoned from the instant of greatest
displacement in the positive direction, is equal to R cos
2X31!416 ,N
),
, R sn
i (2x3T
.1416j
.
the velocity equal to 2)(3.11416

y)

2X3.1416\2
/2
and the acceleration equal to(22
9
-P16)2 cos
and is toward the centre.
7. Two simple harmonic motions in one line of the
same period are represented respectively by the formulas
x = cos (nf— e) and xl= b cos (nt — el). Prove that
the resultant of the two motions is a simple harmonic motion in the same line and find its amplitude.
8. Find the maximum force upon a mass of one gramme
vibrating through one millimetre 256 times per second.
9. Describe and explain the phenomena of the aberration of light.
10. A current is passing through a vertical coil of wire
having a short needle at its centre. The coil is turned
round a vertical axis till its plane includes the magnetic
axis of the needle. Prove that the strength of the current
is in proportion to the sine of the angle made by that plane
with the plane of the magnetic meridian.

For graduation with honors a higher course is
provided. This consists of a course of lectures
on analytical dynamics, the treatment being similar to that given in Tait and Steels dynamics of a
particle and Rouths rigid dynamics, and a course
on some branch of Mathematical Physics. The
latter course is usually taken by Lord Kelvin and
consists of lectures on some such subject as harmonic analysis with application to heat conduction, ciefusion, etc.; hydrodynamics, flow of water
in channels, waves, theory of the tides; thermodynamics with the various applications of that
subject; mathematical theory of. electricity.
Those lectures are usually delivered without
notes so that the student has the opportunity of
seeing the subject developed: the formation of
equations and their solution with desquisitions on
the physical meaning of the various steps in the
mathematical analysis. Laboratory practice is
not required for graduation in arts and hence until the science courses for degrees were instituted,
about 30 years ago, work in the physical labora-
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tories was optional. When Lord Kelvin entered
on his professorship, in 1846, physical laboratories in Universities were practically unknown
and no accommodation was provided for this kind
of work. Some years after he became greatly
interested in some investigations particularly in
connection with the electrodynamic qualities of
the metals. He asked for volunteers from his
class to assist him in his investigations and very
soon found it difficult to provide room for them
to work. He first obtained the use of an old
wine cellar and afterwards added a room which
had formerly been used as an examination hall.
When the new buildings were erected a large
suite of rooms was placed at his disposal and in
these the work of the last 25 years has been done.
There is even now very little of what we understand by laboratory practice done in Lord Kelvin's laboratory. He believes in teaching a man
to experiment and to investigate at the same time

and hence nearly all the practice is obtained in
original investigation. In this department he is
himself an indefatigable worker, although, of
course, much of the actual work of observation
has to be done either by students or by assistants,
chosen in many cases from his best students and
paid for their services. In this way he has, in
many cases, made it possible for young men to
take extra years of study which otherwise they
would, for financial reasons, have been unable to
take. For many years business occupations prevented continuous supervision in the laboratory
but his investigations were never interrupted.
Daily reports had to be written by the various
members of ,the laboratory staff and instructions
were as regularly received either by letter or by
telegraph. In some cases both reports and instructions have been telegraphed several times in
a day.
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Open=hearth Steel and its manufacture by the
Illinois Steel Company.
By C. E. Condron,'Go.
[CONCLUDED]

Effects of Working and Carbon Upon Steel.—
'It seems appropriate here to call attention to two
important fats concerning steel: First, the
quality of the finished produat depends as much
upon the heat treatment it has received in the
furnace, at the time of casting, and finally during
the rolling, as it does upon the chemical compo-,
sition within a wide range. Second, because of
the greater amount of work done at a lower temperature upon thin material than upon thick, it
is necessary to supply strength to the thicker
material by increasing the percentage of carbon
over what is needed for thin material. In thin
material the strength is largely the result of the
mechanical work done upon the steel; in thick
material it depends more upon the chemical composition of the steel.
The Open-Hearth Department. — In the general
plan of the open-hearth department and plate
mill shown in Fig. 2 AAAA and BB are Wellman
rolling furnaces, the former of 50 tons capacity
each and the latter of 25 tons capacity each, per
charge. CCCC are Wellman stationary furnaces of 25 to 28 tons capacity each. D-D are
casting pits. The charging floor of the furnaces
is 12 ft above the ground level and is reached by

an inclined narrow-guage track running back of
the gas producers and curving into the openhearth building at the left. Suitable switches
permit cars to be run back of the furnaces. The
charges for the furnaces are delivered in iron
boxes carried on small cars. These boxes are &)
made that they can be lifted from the cars by the
Wellman electric charging machines, one of which
is shown in Fig. 5, and also in Fig. 3. These
machines have an arm which lifts the boxes and.
after passing them into the furnace, turns them
over, discharging the contents just where desired
by the operator and then withdraws the emptied
boxes. This particular feature works admirably,
being a great improvement over the more common
method of charging by hand. The charging of
both the stationary and rolling furnaces of the
Illinois Steel Company is similarly accomplished.
The charging doors are seen in Fig. 5. One 20ton elecctric traveling crane spans the charging
floor and 'furnaces and runs the entire length of
the building, while two 75-ton, one 40-ton and
two 30-ton eleCtric traveling cranes span the space
over the casting floor and likewise rim the length_
of the building. These latter cranes carry the
ladles, into which the molten metal is run from the
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furnaces, and from which,in turn,the ingot molds
are filled. These ladles are of 30 and 50 tons'
capacity each. Ingots are either top or bottom
poured as required. When bottom poured several
molds surround a central gate conneCted with the
molds by runners at the base. The metal is tapped from the bottom of the ladle by a valve operated by a lever. Fig. 6 shows a pour being made
from one of the tilting furnaces into a ladle. This
view also shows the top of one of the casting pits,
with ingot molds in place for casting. There is,
in addition to the ordinary casting pits, suitable for
usual-sized ingots, a steel-lined casting pit, 30 ft.
deep, in which ingots of from 100 to 150 tons
may be cast.
Under the very efficient management of Mr. C.
E. Stafford, Manager of the open-hearth and
plate mill, and the assistanCe of Mr. J. W. Galvin, Superintendent of the open-hearth, this plant
has been brought to a high state of perfeCtion,
and the quality of the produa equals that of any
mill in the country. All grades of special'quality
steels for boilers and locomotive fire-boxes, as
well as for forgings, castings, springs, wire and
cutlery and for bridges and other structural purposes are made here.
Laboratories— The chemical
and physical laboratories of the
South Works are probably the
most completely and perfectly
equipped of any in the country.
The Plate Mill of the Illinois
Steel Co.—The plate mill is operated in conneelion with the openhearth department. The location
of the two plants with reference
to each other is clearly shown in
Fig. 2, while Fig. 4 is a detailed
plan of the plate mill alone. As
will be seen by Fig. 2, a complete
system of broad and narrow gage
tracks conne0 the two plants.
Steel which is to be rolled into
plates is usually cast into slabshaped ingots. These ingots are
from 8 in. to 24 in. thick, from

18 in. to 30 in. wide, and from 2 ft. to 5 ft. long.
Much longer ingots are cast for special forgings.
Reheating Ingots. —Referring to Fig. 4, ingots
are delivered to the plate mill on small cars over
the track A A A. This track passes through the
"pre-heating furnace" from right to left as
shown. By passing the loaded cars slowly
through the "pre-heated furnace," the ingots
are delivered partially heated to the heating furnaces, and hence the danger of injury to the steel
arising from placing a chilled or frosted ingot
directly into a hot furnace is obviated, and, moreover, the pre-heating furnace materially increases
the number of ingots that may be handled in the
heating furnaces. The ingots are charged into
and withdrawn from the heating furnaces by two
Wellman charging machines which are so designed as to lift the ingots from the cars and deposit
them in the furnaces by mechanisms cOntrolled
by a single operator for each machine. When an
ingot has become sufficiently and uniformly heated throughout, it is withdrawn from the furnace
and delivered upon one or the other of the roller
tables B or C. These tables are simply sets of
horizontal rollers which are driven by a 6-in. x
8-in, reversing steam engine D. By the revolu-

FIG. 7. Plate Mill Roll Trains.
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tion of these rollers the ingot is carried forward
to the table E or F, the surfaces of which are
made up of small rollers driven by the 8-in. x
10-in. reversing engines G and II, which likewise
operate the tables I and J. These tables are
raised and lowered by hydraulic power so as to
pass the ingot successively above and below the
middle roll of the rolling mill K or L. Fig. 7
is a view of the two rolling mills K and L as
viewed from a point back of the tables B and C.
Rolling Plates.—The mills are what are termed
"three-high, Lauth mills." One is a 90-in, and
the other is a 132-in. mill. The latter is the
largest plate mill in operation in this country at the
present time. These mills each have three rolls.
In the larger mill, K, Fig. 4, the top and bottom
rolls are each 132 in. long, in the clear, by 36 in.
in diameter, while the middle roll is of the same
length and 22 in. in diameter. In the smaller
mill the rolls are 90 in. long by 34 and 22 in. in
diameter respectively. One 54 x 66 in. PorterAllen engine of 3,000 H. P. drives both of these
mills. A part of this engine is seen on the left
in Fig. 7.
In the process of plate rolling, the rolls are revolved. continuously without reversal. The ingots pass successively forward between the middle and lower rolls and backward between the
middle and upper rolls. The number of passes
required to reduce an ingot to a plate varies from
25 to 35, depending upon the size of ingot and
the required thickness of the finished plate. On
account of the greater wear of the rolls at the
middle than near the ends, and also to the spring
in the rolls when a plate is passing through,
plates are always slightly thicker along the center
line than at the edges. This is more marked in
thin plates (finished at lower heat) than in thick
plates. The "head roller" gages the thickness
of plates during the progress of rolling by a spring
caliper, which enables him to measure the thickness near the edge to the nearest one-thousandth
of an inch. He signals to the "screw man," who
stands on a platform direaly over the rolls, how
close to set the rolls for each pass.
Only the top and bottom rolls are conne&ed
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with the engine. The bottom rolls are fixed in
horizontal position, while the top rolls are so
counterbalanced as to always press against the
lower ends of large screws. In order to change
the space between the rolls these screws are
screwed down or up, in the former case pressing
the upper roll down and in the latter case permitting the counterbalance to raise the upper roll
against the ends of the screws. The middle roll
is raised or lower by'hydraulic power. When an
ingot is passed under the middle roll that roll is
raised by the hydraulic pistons, so that it is pressed
against the upper roll, which supports its whole
length and causes it to revolve by friction. In
the upper pass of the ingot the middle roll is
dropped down upon the lower roll. By the support thus afforded by the top and bottom rolls to
the middle roll, this roll can be made lighter, as
it has less bending to resist.
Straightening Rolls.— After a plate is rolled to
the required thickness it is passed over the table
M or N, the rollers of which are driven by the
8-in. x 10-in. engine 0 to the "hot bed," where
it lies until it is cool. If it is then "buckled"
as a result of having received more work along
the edges than along the center, it is passed
through one or the other of the cold rolls P or Q
for the purpose of straightening out the buckles.
These rolls are one of the unique features of this
mill and insure perfe6tly flat plates being furnished, which for many uses are demanded.
Electro-Magnet Cranes.— Another unique feature of this mill is the method of handling plates
by means of Wellman ele6tro magnets. The
handling of plates upon the "hot bed" and delivering them to the stock racks and shears is
accomplished by two ele6trically driven overhead
conveyors. One of these conveyors is furnished
with chains and hooks in the usual way. In
order to pick up a long or short plate with this
conveyor it is necessary to place undtr the edges
of the plate two or more pairs of iron hooks, requiring the assistance of two"hookmen." When
the plate is delivered where it is wanted, these
men have to remove the hooks. In contrast to
this crude method of handling plates is the opera-
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tion of the eledro-magnet conveyor, a view of
which is given in Fig.
8. Suspended from this,
conveyor are seven electro-magnets in a single
line across the width of
the "hot-bed." Each
magnet is capable of
lifting by magnetism 5
tons of steel, requiring
4 amperes on a 240-volt
current. A plate 60 ft.
or less in length is readily picked up by these
magnets and conveyed
to where it is wanted
and then deposited by
simply cutting off the
current from the magnets, when the plate,instantly drops. There is
FIG. S. Eleetro-Magnetic Plate Conveyor.
no placing or removing of hooks, and one man centers, on top of each of which is an iron wheel
can operate the entire conveyor. This same revolving vertically and free to swing around its
system of handling plates is used on the two supporting post. Over these casters the heaviest
5-ton cranes which serve the shears and load plates can be readily shoved by a few men from
plates at the shipping. tracks as shown in Fig. 4. one shear to another, and over the weighing
Each one of these tw'o 5-ton eleatro traveling scales, on a level with the shear tables. As is
cranes is furnished with one 5-fon elearo-magnet shown in Fig. 4, the shear-room is served by two
which is capable of picking up and transferring 5-ton eledric traveling cranes, referred to above.
and delivering plates where wanted without the
Melt Numbers and Identifying Marks.—Each
use of hooks. This is especially desirable when separate cast from an open-hearth furnace or Besloading plates into gondola cars, as when hooks semer converter is given a serial number by which
are used it is very troublesome at times to get the metal is thereafter known. The ingots, after •
the hooks from under plates in such cars.
removal from the molds, are each stamped with
Shearing.— From the "hot bed" or stock rock their proper "heat number." When an order
plates are delivered to the 132-in. shear,R, Fig. 4, for plates is received at the plate mill it is neceswhich is capable of shearing plates 1% in. thick sary to select such ingots as will be suitable to
and the full width of the shear. At this shear fill the specifications for quality and the requireonly the ends of the plate, as rolled, are cut off ments as to sizes of plates. Certain melts are
and then the plate is passed to the 110-in. or seleded as being suitable by reason of their chemi100-in, shears to have the edges trimmed. There cal composition, determined by the analyses made
is also a rotary shear for shearing boiler heads in the laboratory, records of which have been
and other circular plates. The space around the sent to the plate mill. Ingots of proper size from shears is filled with goose-neck casters, which such melts are ordered into the mill and placed
are merely vertical iron posts spaced about 2 ft. in the heating furnaces in a regular routine. The
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"head roller" is furnished with a card, such as
shown in Fig. 9, for each ingot, giving the size
of plate to be rolled therefrom. He rolls according'to these cards and notes any accident that
may result in the loss of a plate or a change in
the order in which ingots are rolled. The"hotbed" man or "layer out" marks the plates in
the order in which they reach the "hot-bed" so
as to identify them from the cards he receives in
turn from the "roller." As soon as the plates
are sufficiently' cool they are marked with the
heat number, order number and for whom in-

Fig. 9.— Rolling Card — Illinois Steel Co.

tended and the sizes to which they are to be
sheared. They are then "laid out" with chalk
lines to guide the shearmen as to show they are
to be sheared. The melt numbers are stamped
into the steel, and all other marks are painted on
with white lead. Such plates as are to be cut for
tests are so marked, and four or eight test pieces,
18 in. long by 2 to 3 in. wide, are marked to be
sheared off. Match marks are made on all test
pieces so that after shearing they can be identified
with the plate from which they were cut, if
necessary.
•
Tests and Inspection. —After the test pieces
are sheared off they are taken to the milling machine, where they are milled into proper shape.
Each test piece bears the marks of the plate from
which it was cut, showing the heat number, the
order number and from what part of the plate it
was taken. Both tension and bending tests are
made upon these test pieces, and in special cases
other tests, as may be required by the specifica-
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tions. On orders subject to inspeCtion by a representative of the purchaser these tests are made
in the presence of such inspeCtor, who keeps a
record of the same. After the necessary or required tests have been made the inspeelor makes
a list of accepted melts, noting any melt which
mai, have failed on test. With this list in hand
he is able to identify every plate on his order and
will know if it is from a melt that has passed satfaCtory test.
In the space between the weighing scales and
the shipping track, Fig. 4, the final inspeCtion of
plates is made. For the purpose of exposing the
plates for careful surface inspealtion, each plate
is suspended from one of the magnets, enabling
the inspeCtor to examine the under side. In case
he discovers a defect, the plate is passed over the
inspeetion pit V, Fig. 4, where it rests upon
goose neck rollers. The pit is supplied with a
number of incandescent elearic lights, which enable a thorough examination to be made to determine if the defeCt is an injurious one or not.
If the plate thus examined is found acceptable,
it is stamped by the inspeCtor and loaded into a
car for shipment. If an injurious surface defeca
is discovered the plate is rejeccted and is removed
by the crane to the back of the shear-room. Such
a plate may be cut into a smaller plate, or it may
have to be cut up into scrap and returned to the
open-hearth department to be remelted.
Management. —The plate mill and the openhearth department are both under the management of Mr. C. E. Stafford, formerly conneCted
with the Schoenberger Steel Co., of Pittsburgh,
Pa. The Superintendent of the plate mill is Mr.
W. G. Clyde, formerly Superintendent of the
plate mill of the Wellman Steel Company at
Thurlow, Pa. The General Superintendent of
the South Works is Mr. E. A. S. Clarke, and to
these gentlemen the writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness for the courtesies afforded
him in the furnishing of material for this description of one of the most modern and complete
steel plants in the country.
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ALUMNI NOTES.

Hammon,'89, is City Engineer at Frankfort,
Ind.
Lufkin,'97,is visiting friends in Roswell, New
Mexico.
Harris, '96, is assistant chemist with Armour
& Co., Chicago, Ill.
Collett,'90, is with the New York Telephone
Co., New York City.
Craver, '95, is Chemist for Kirkpatrick & Co.,
Ltd., Leechburg, Penn.
Rose, '93, is Secretary of the Camden Power &
Light Co., Camden, Ark.
Rose, '92, is Supervisor of Tracks, Big Four
R. R., Springfield, Ohio.
Tuller, '95, writes that he is in the lumber
business, Carrier Mills, Ill.
Heichert,'97,is with the Pennsylvania Railroad
Co., stationed at Logansport.
W. J. Klinger, '96, is with the Ellwood Weldless Tube Co., Ellwood, Penn.
Haney, '97, has a position with the Losier
Manufacturing Co., Toledo, Ohio.
James Farrington, '96, is electrician for the
Ohio Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
P. W. Klinger, '96, is electrician for the Barney & Smith Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.
John Roe, ex-'96, is in the employ of the General Eleatric Co., Schene6tady, N. Y.
Edwin R. Burtis, '95,. is draughtsman for the
Automatic Coal Recorder Co.,'Denver, Col.
W. R. Sanborn, '96, is in the Constru6tion
Department of the C. H.& W. Railroad, Chicago.
W. H. Bentley, ex-'94, writes that he is with
the Chicago Telephone Exchange, Chicago, Ill.
W. H. Martin,'97, has the position of Chief
Engineer at the Insane Asylum, Kankakee, Ill.
Mr. Wm. L. Hunt, father of Fred G. Hunt,
'96, died in Cincinnati, Ohio, on 061. 24th, 1897.

Walter L. Decker, '96, writes that he is with
the Sprague Ele6tric Co., 253 Broadway, N. Y.
F. T. Green, '96, is foreman of the plating department Sioux City Brass Works, Sioux City,
Iowa.
Oscar G. Rice, '96, in the office of Chief Engineer of Buildings, New York Telephone Co.,
New York.
Gillett, '91, writes that he is a member of the
firm of Gillett Mfg. Co., 1265 Fourteenth ave.,
Detroit, Mich.
C. M. Ridgely, '96, has the position of Circulating Mahager of the Galesburg Evening Mail,
Galesburg, Ill.
H. J. McDargh,'96, has been appointed Field
Topographer for the Springfield, Ohio River &
South Atlantic R. R. Co., with headquarters at
Vincennes, Ind.
Balsley, '91, Chief Elearician Terre Haute
Electric Railway Co., Terre Haute, Ind., has
been elected Associate Member of the American
Institute of Eledrical Engineers.
John A. Parkhurst, '86, is Astronomer, Marengo Observatory, Marengo, Ill., and will deliver a course of lectures on ' Astronomy before
the Junior and Senior classes early in December.
Hendricks, '89, Engineer of Michigan division of the Vandalia, and Mr. Underwood, Engineer Maintenance of Ways, Pennsylvania R.
R., visited the Rose Tech the last of 06tober.
By some mistake, in the last TECHNIC, a name
unknown to anyone, found its way in the Alumni
notes. The error was not noticed until too late
to correct. W. R. Granlum should have read
W. R. Sanborn, '96.
Ed Walser, '96, writes that he is now in the
laboratory of the General Gold Extracting Co.,
Denver, Col.; that Burtis, '95, Dale, '93, are in
Denver, and together with several other Rose
Tech men, they hope soon to form a Rose Tech
Club of Denver.
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Splendid Cam Work.
OW much the reputation of
the Rose football team has
improved since our game
with DePauw, on Occtober
30th, is best shown by the
offers that are received daily
'by Manager Lansden
from teams which heretofore have taken no
notice of letters asking
dates for games. All
this was brought about
by the game with De Pauw, and our boys clearly
out-played the DePauwites at all points of the
game, as the score, 16 to 0, would indicate. Only
once was Rose's goal threatened, and then the way
in which the team braced and held DePauw's
strongest plays showed clearly what they could do.
The team played good, hard, clean, snappy football and not more than twice during the game did
DePauw hold Rose on downs. The individual
playing was good, but it was the excellent team
work that won the game. The mass plays
especially netted good gains. The end interference also worked well, and while no very long

gains were made, the times when Rose could not
make the necessary five yards were few and far
between.
The day was clear and bright and just cool
enough to make the men eager to begin. At 2:45
P. M. Rose made her appearance on the Athletic
Field for preliminary pracctice and were warmed
up with about ten minutes of signal work and
then passed the ball from one to another until
the game was called at 3 o'clock. DePauw came
on the field a few minutes after Rose and went
through similar pradice, and a comparison of
the two teams seemed to give Rose a little the
best of it with respeat to weight, DePauw's backs
being somewhat lighter than the men in the same
positions for Rose. The specciators exhibited
considerable enthusiasm and cheered the home
men at every opportunity, and whenever a DePauw man would make a considerable gain or a
particularly good play, it was neccessary to wait
several seconds before it was possible to hear the
signal. It is such enthusiasm that encourages
the home team to do its best, and it is a pity that
the students at Rose can show so little of it at
the games which are played on our own campus.
Capt. Roller won the toss and chose the west
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goal, from which a slight breeze was blowing. across the goal line just as time was called for the
The two teams lined up and at the referee's first half. Austin kicked goal. Score, R. P. I.,
whistle, Austin kicked ball to the sixteen yard 10; DePauw, 0.
In the second half, Roller kicked to Meriline and it was returned only a few yards before
the man was downed. DePauw then tried buck- wether on the fifteen yard line, and he advanced
ing the line, but Hubbell, Davis. and Freuden- the ball fifteen yards before he was downed.
reich were through the line as soon as the ball Then began a series of plays which carried the
was snapped, spoiling the play before it was ball rapidly down the field, the third touch down
formed. This continued for three downs, when of the game being made in five minutes, and Rose
Rose took the ball. Ford advanced the ball four did not once lose the ball. Austin kicked goal.
yards but it was fumbled on the next play and Score, R. P. I., 16; DePauw, 0.
Roller kicked to Meriwether, who advanced
DePauw fell on the ball. It.was hardly in play
again when DePauw fumbled and Kittredge got the ball ten yards. Then Rose tried her revolvthe ball. Kittredge then carried ball over for a ing wedge on tackle, and it was worked successtouch down. Austin failed on goal. Score, R. fully for from three to ten yards each time; Ford
especially did good work here, going forward
P. I., 4; DePauw, 0.
Roller kicked to Meriwether, who fum11ALF
,
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behind the line and Rose soon had the
ball again and was rapldly advanced to DePauw's from three to five yards after the wedge had been
three yard line, where it was again lost on a broken. The ball was finally lost to DePauw on
fumble. DePauw immediately kicked to their a fumble and Rose seemed to go to pieces for a
thirty yard line and again a few minutes' later few minutes, for DePauw gained rapidly, assisted
to Rose's forty-five yard line. The ball was car- by fifteen yards from the umpire for off side play.
ried rapidly towards DePauw's goal, but was They were finally held for downs on Rose's thirtyheld for downs on their fifty yard line and De- five yard line. Rose bucked the line ineffealually
Pauw pushed Rose back for the first time in twice and sent Meriwether back for a punt in
the game, getting to Rose's forty yard line before which he failed kicking it into the line. Fisher
the ball was secured on downs. Rose now braced got the ball and carried it fifteen yards before he
up and pushed DePauw rapidly down the field, was tackled on Rose's fifteen yard line. Here DeMeriwether making one gain of twenty yards Pauw kicked the line until they fumbled the ball
through the center and Austin carried the ball on Rose's two yard line, Meriwether falling on
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the ball. Rose quickly carried the ball back and
time was called with the ball near the center of
the field. The line-up:
ROSE.

DE PATJW.

Stone
R. E
Fisher
Hubbell
R T
Ivey
Davis
R G
Crowder
Thompson
C
Messer
L. G
Freudenreich
Roller
McLellan
L. T
Tucker
Austin
Darby
L. E
Jumper
Haynes
Q
Kittredge
L. H B
Thotuas
R H B
Ford
Davis
F. B .
Meriwether
. Nelley
Edwards
Appleton
Rucker
...... . Subs
I,ikert
Fox
Whitten
Referee, Lansden ; Umpire, Hamrick; time of halves, twentyfive minutes ; touch downs, Kittredge, Austin, Meriwether; goals,
Austin, 2.

NOTES.

The R. P. I. line showed itself to be very strong
and succeeded in not only in holding DePauw at
nearly all critical times, but also made good holes
for the backs in the line plays.
The interference was worked almost to perfection, the only trouble being that it was rather
slow in starting.
Meriwether put up a splendid game in spite of
his poor punting and several fumbles. He hit
the line hard and made some fine gains.
Ford played a game that was almost wonderful.
He carried the ball for good advances, was downed
and up again in rapid succession, never giving up.
Kittredge and Austin also did pretty work.
Both hit the line hard and made some splendid
plays.
Davis held his big man, Roller, quite satisfactorily, and although not able to show up individally, sayed some good plays for the team.
Hubbell made some good tackles, and taken all
in all, the whole team worked as a unit.
Whitten was not able to play, having wrenched
his finger in practice a few days before.
'Rah!'Rah!'Rah!
Oh, what fun!
I'm a little Freshie,
From the class of '01.

17
I. A. A., 14—R. P. I,, 0.

The Rose Tech football team suffered a defeat
at,the hands of the Indianapolis Athletic Association, by the above score, on Saturday, Nov:6th.
R. P. I. played an excellent game notwithstanding the fumbling done through out, and if it had
not been for this, Rose would have scored easily,
even against the superior weight and experience.
of the Indianapolis team.
The game was called at 3:30 o'clock, Indianapolis having won the toss and taken the ball.
Capt. Austin chose the west goal and a few minutes later caught the ball on the kick off and returned it ten yards. Rose began by bucking
the tackles and was gaining steadily by small
amounts until they lost the ball on a fumble.
They soon recovered it, however, on a fumble by
Indianapolis, Jumper falling on the ball. Rose
continued to advance the ball to the middle of
the field, where they lost the ball on downs. Indianapolis here began to gain ground, the halfbacks and tackles making repeated gains around
the ends, with the best interference that Rose
has played against this year. Olin finally carried
the ball around right end for twenty-five yards
and a touch down after fourteen minutes' play.
On this run he was tackled three times but succeeded in getting away from the man who tackled
him. Scott failed to kick goal. Score, I. A. A.,
4; R. P. I., 0.
Austin kicked off to Scott on Indianapolis'
fifteen yard line, and he returned the ball twenty
yards before being downed. Orm carried the
ball for fifteen yards behind good interference,
and Indianapolis lost the ball on downs when
they tried to buck the line. Rose then advanced
the ball steadily by short gains through the line
and finally passed the ball back to Jumper for an
end run. The pass was wild and Jumper had to
fall on the ball with a loss, of three yards. Indianapolis was unable to gain and time was called
with the ball on their forty-five yard line.
In ,the second half, having changed goals,
Austin- kicked off to Orm, who returned the ball
to Indianapolis' forty yard line; a few minutes
later Scott punted to the center of the field and
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Indianapolis got the ball. Orm then made fifteen
yards and Rose got the ball on a fumble. R. P.
I. then made a succession of short gains through
the line, but Indianapolis again got the ball on
a fumble. Indianapolis then worked the ball
down the field rapidly for forty yards, when McLellan was injured, Whitten taking his place.
Rose now secured the ball on downs but could
not keep it. The ball changed hands several
times on fumbles and downs. R. P. I. gets the
ball on their thirty yard line and Kittredge goes
through right tackle for twelve yards. Rose gets
five more for off side play, having the ball on Indianapolis' fifty yard line. Indianapolis gets the
ball on downs and carry it down the field rapidly
for fifty yards. Here Rose braced up and almost
held them for downs twice but Railsback finally
pushed over the line for a touch down. Time,
nineteen minutes. Scott misses an easy goal.
Score, I. A. A., 8; R. P. I., 0.
Austin kicked off to Scott, who returns the
ball thirty yards. Griffiths loses five yards and
Scott punts, Indianapolis securing the ball.
Then occur a series of end runs which take the
ball to Rose's twenty-five yard line; here Capt.
Austin leaves the game and Edwards takes his
place. Olin carries the ball forward eighteen
yards and Railsback is pushed over the line for a
touch down. Time, five minutes. Scott kicks
goal. Score, I. A. A., 14; R. P. I., 0.
Davis kicks off to Griffiths, who passes the ball
back for a kick. Time is called with the ball on
Indianapolis' forty yard line and in possession of
Rose.
The line-up was as follows:
INDIANAPOLIS A. A.

POSITIONS.

ROSE P. I.

Thompson
Davis
Freudenteich
Hubbell.
Whitten-McLellan
Edwards-Austin, Capt
Stone
Jumper
Ford
Kittredge
Meriwether
Whitten, Edwards
Subs ,
Appleton, Likert
Referee, Lansden, of Princeton; Umpire, Summerville • Laird
and Lansden, time-keepers; Boice and Whitten,linesmen. Twentyfive minute halves. Touch downs, Olin, one; Railsback, two.
Goals, Scott, one.
Clemens
Railsback
Turner
Lister
Loop
Orm
Griffith
Holliday
H. Olin
Patterson
Scott

c
R. G
L. G
R. T
L. T
L. E
R. E
Q
R. H 8
U. H B
F. B

NOTES OE THE GAME.

It was the prettiest day for foot ball that we
have had, and the eleven played their best game
of the season.
There was an entire absence of rag chewing
and back talk dtring the game, and it was the
cleanest, fairest and best refereed game that Rose
has ever played.
The members of the eleven were not the only
Rose men on the field, for quite a number of the
Indianapolis Alumni were out and rooted properly
for the boys.
The Indianapolis men outweighed the Rose
Tech boys ten pounds to the man.
The eleven was given a theater party that evening after the game, by the Athletic Association,
which was highly enjoyed by all.
Formerly the Indianapolis Light Artillery
Eleven, now known as the Indianapolis Athletic
Association, has not had the best of names for a
team that plays clean, sportsman-like football, on
account of the results of several games,with other
Athletic Associations, particularly. There has
been a question as to whether or not college teams
should play with such associations, and there is
certainly nothing out of the way, however, in
playing teams that play for the sport of football
and not for ,their own interests and the encouragement of professionalism. Whatever may be said
of the treatment and reception given the Rose
Tech eleven by the Indianapolis Athletic Association, too much cannot be said in their favor, for
a better game ag regards cleanness, fairness, and
football could not be desired. If all games were
conduaed as such the above question would never
be raised and much talk deleterious to football
would cease.
A tramp, while strolling a country road,
In front of a farm house stopped.
"By the looks of that pile," soliloquized he,
"All the wood here has been chopped.
I can change that hungry feeling now
If the lady here is kind."
But a dpg appeared with a loud bow wow,
And he only changed his mind.—"M. de M."

THE ROSE TECHNIC.
NORMAL VS. R. P. I. FRESHMEN.

Hardly anyone who saw the Normal and '01
teams before the game that was played on Saturday, O. 16, would have hesitated to say which
would be the winning team. Those interested
in '01, who knew in what short order the team
had been gotten together and what a small amount
of pracctice they had had, were far' from being encouraged at the prospeas when they saw the
heavy team of the Normals.
It is, however, the unexpeccted that happens,
and it did not take much playing to convince
those present that their first drawn conclusion
was greatly in the wrong. The Freshmen outplayed the Normals fairly and squarely and ran
the score up to 16 in the short time of 20 and 15
minutes
'01 won the toss and chose the south goal.
The Normals kicked off to Dickerson, who returned it to nearly the center of the field,, then,
after a series of plays around the end and bucking the line several times, Dickerson was pushed
over the line for a touch down. The Normals
never had a chance at the ball during this time.
Kittredge made several long gains around the
end, being fairly well proteccted by interference,
and Glenn hit the line for several good gains.
Dickerson kicked goal.
During the rest of the half the Normals held
their own better and succeeded in making some
pretty good gains, and at one time had the ball
very near the '01 goal, when the Freshmen took
a rally and pushed them back for a distance, then
the Normals again got the ball and was steadily
advancing when time was called. Score, 6-0.
In the second half, '01 kicked off to Kimmel,
who was downed in his tracks. The ball was
lost on downs and taken up by '01, when, after
some hard plays, the ball was brought near the
line and Glenn went through for another touch
down. Dickerson failed to kick goal.
'01 then got the ball from the kick off and
gradually worked down the field toward the Normal goal. They had gotten , into the Normal
territory when Kittredge went around' the end,
slipped past Kimmel, and made the third touch
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down of the game. Dickerson kicked goal and
time was called.
The line-up was as follows:
INDIANA STATE NORMAL.

R. P. I. FRESHMEN.

Wagner
R. K
Lyons
Clark
R. T
Craver
Carter
R. G
Dryer
McClosky
c
Peker
Gray
Hadley
L G
Jack
McKibben
L. T
Thompson
Rochester
L E
Crampton
Q B
Wilbanks
Mavity
R. H
Dickerson
Ogle
Kittredge
L.11
Kimmel
F. B.
Glenn
Hunt
5
Stevens
Murray
Subs
LShaley
Norris
Referee, Lansden; Umpire, Walker. Score,'oi, 16; I. S. N., o.

It was easy to see that the Nor'mals were decidedly new to the game for they had, as a whole,
both strength and weight enough to run up a
good score on the Freshmen. As it was, their
line was very ina6tive. Kimmel, however, was
quite fast, and made some good runs around the.
end but was usually downed before getting very
far. One of his end runs had a rather amusing
ending, for it happened that both the water boy
and Wilbanks got in his way. Wilbanks made
a good tackle and the water did the rest. It Was,
quite apparent that after the encounter the two
players were in better condition for playing on
such a hot day, only Kimmel had some trouble
in getting his head out of the bucket.
INDIANA UNIVERSITY VS. R. P. L

The first big game of the season played on R.
P. I. campus was with the Indiana University on
Oat. 16, at 3:30 o'clock, resulting 'in a defeat of
the home team with a score of 12 to 0.
As the teams had been so evenly matched in
the game at Bloomington two weeks before, it
was generally supposed that this game would be
a hard fought one, and although I. U. had
been re-enforced since that game by the addition
of their old backs, still the Rose Tech had also
made some good progress in their taaics. The
teams were nearly of the same weight, although
I. U. was a little the heavier. The I. U. line
was slightly stronger, but had the Rose Tech's
half backs been able to work with the speed and
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Austin kicked off to the 20 yard line and I. U.
effecctiveness of those of I. U., the score would
the ball back 20 yards, then, by steadily
carried
different.
been
likely have
the
line, carried it to within 8 yards of
hitting
the
to
kicking
Austin
by
The game was started
s
Tech'
goal, where they lost it on downs.
Rose
it
where
downed
was
30 .yard line, and the ball
Tech
then
Rose
pushed I. U. back to the center
hitby
gains
struck. I. U. made several good
field,
the
where
they, in turn, lost the ball. I.
of
yard
45
the
to
ting the line and brought the ball
made
some
and then punted to the
advances
U.
the
downed
line, where Davis broke through and
yard
caught it and
10
line,
Meriwether
where
failed
plays
ball five yards back. The next two
was punted.
it
carried
back
the
distance
it
same
came
ball
to make the required distance and the
down the
Tech
rapidly
ball
the
then
Rose
carried
gains
Several
into the Rose Tech's possession.
a good
of
into
aid
I.
field
U.
by
and
territory,
the
hit
were made around the end, then Austin
line,
yard
by
10
the
punt
reached
Meriwether,
were
line for eight yards. The next two plays
almost
to
ball
the
was
back
where
and
lost
carried
to
punted
firmly opposed and Meriwether then
the 10 yard line. I. U. made sevral small gains the center of the field when time was called.
The line-up was as follows:
and tried to punt but was blocked. They then
INDIANA UNIVERSITY.
ROSE POLYTECHNIC.
nearly
hit the line for a series of gains and had
Kehn
Stone
R
broke
Stinchfield
T
Jumper
R.
Hubbell
reached their 30 yard line when
R G
King, Capt.
Davis
through and downed the ball back of the line. Ray. .
Thompson
U.
I.
Pike
G
L.
of
Freudenreich
Rose then carried it to within 15 yards
Thistleweight
L T
Whitten
goal, where it was lost on downs. I. U. then Dodge
Austin, Capt.
L. E
field
B
Q.
ford
Bin
the
Jumper
forced the line back to• the center of
R. H
Yontsler
Ford
where it stood firm, and Rose got the ball on Hunt
L. H
Kittredge
F. B
Meriwether
downs. Ford then took it for sixteen yards Gillespie
Hamilton
the
of
McLellan
gain
around the end and made the longest
Substitutes
Hubbard
Appleton
more
Cooper
any
game. Rose was not able to make
Referee, Sheek; Umpire, Walker; Linesmen, Appleton and Hamheadway, thopgh, and I. U. soon had the ball ilton. Time, 25 minute halves. Score, I. U., 16; Rose Tech, o.
The game was a hard fought one from beginslowly moving their way. When the Rose Tech's
20 yard line was reached I. U. lost the ball and ning to end and considering the high temperaMeriwether hit the line for three gcod gains and ture the men held out very well. Rose showed
Austin added another, so that things were going more endurance than I. U., although this is
the right way when the ball was fumbled, and in probably due to the fact that I. U. played a much
the general mix-up that followed, was lost to faster game. Speed is what Rose needed and
view, when Dodge snatched it out of the crowd quickness in getting the ball into play.
and ran down the field for a touch down. The
I. U. used King, her 215 pound guard, with
referee claimed that the gain was all right and good effe6t, some good gains being made by his
Hubbard kicked goal. Ther6 remained but three carrying the ball. Their backs showed up exmore minutes in this half, which ended with the ceedingly well, and although they never made
ball near the center of the field.
any long runs still the speed with which they
In the second half, I. U. kicked off to Meri- handled the ball, and the dash they showed in
wether, who was downed in his tracks'at the 15 carrying it, was well worth the price of the game.
The Rose halves were not able to make many
yards line. Rose Tech carried the ball forward
15 yards, where they lost it on downs. I. U. end plays on account of the interference being
caught it up, and by rapid plays, but stubbornly formed too far back of the line. Meriwether
opposed gains, succeeded in pushing King over played his usual good game. Davis did some
the line for the second touch down. Hubbard splendid playing, whereas Hubbell, Austin and
Jumper also did good work.
kicked goal.

THE ROSE TECHNIC.
GAMES ELSEWHERE.

In the east, Princeton and Pennsylvania are doing the best playing, but unfortunately there is
no game between them to decide which is the
better. The Tigers have defeated the Indians by
a score of 18 to 0, while the Quakers did the
same three weeks later with a score of 20 to 10.
In the games that they have each played with
the other teams the scores seem to be in Princeton's favor. One point to the Tiger's credit is
that they have not as yet been scored on, while
the Quakers have in two games.
Harvard and Yale have rather uncertain teams
this year, but from present appearances, Harvard
is the stronger. For instance, Harvard beat
Brown with a score of 18 to 0, whereas Yale made
18 points but left Brown 14. Again Yale played
West Point with a score of 6 to 6 and Harvard
beat the same team with 10 to 0. On Nov. 6,
however, Yale showed a better line-up and defeated the Chicago Athletic Association at the
rate of 16 to 6.
In the West, the University of Chicago is in the
lead, having defeated Northwestern with 21 to 6,
and the University of Illinois with a score of 18
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to 12. Wisconsin has been doing good work and
is the only recognized team in the West that has
not been scored on. Although they have not as
yet met University of- Chicago, Northwestern or
University of Illinois, they outplayed Beloit with
a score of 11 to 0. Northwestern defeated Beloit
at 6 to 0, while Chicago made the score against
the same 39 to 6 in her favor. Purdue is almost
out of consideration, having been beaten by
Michigan with 34 to 4, by Illinois with 22 to 4,
and Oberlin with 22 to 6 as scores.
The games on Saturday, Nov. 13, have changed
the conditions. Yale played Harvard in a fine
game which resulted in a tie, neither side being
able to score.
Wisconsin was scored on but nevertheless succeeded in defeating the University of Chicago to
the tune of 23 to 8, thus making her decidedly in
the lead in the West.
Some local scores:
2o Indiana University
Purdue
8 DePauw
Purdue
• o Notre Dame
DePauw
o Indiana University
DePauw
6 Normal
Terre Haute High School. .
Terre Haute High School. . . 6 Normal
Indianapolis University . . . 4 Earlham
9 Wittenberg
Earlham

6
4
18
4
6

9.)
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De Civil's Crip.
3. I. Schwa '99.
T has been customary heretofore for the Sophmore Civils to make their railroad survey in
the spring term, ten hours per week being the
time allotted to the work. This method of doing
the work piece-meal has long been unsatisfaetory,
but was carried on only because there was no
way in which continuous praCtice could be obtained during the term. Professor Howe and
Dr. Mees had, for some time, thought of instituting a summer trip for this purpose, but it was the
'99 Civils who took the initial step toward bringing their ideas to a pradical test. We asked,for
permission to commence our survey during the
spring vacation. Owing, however, to the unsettled condition of the weather at that time, it was
deemed inadvisable to make the attempt, but
something equally as good or better was promised.
The fulfillment of this promise came in the shape
of a proposal as follows:—We were to remain the
two weeks immediately following the close of
school, and with the assistance of the Freshmen
Civils, make our survey at that time. The Instruator, a cook and outfit were to be furnished
us and the whole affair was to be conduCted as a
regular railroad survey. The Institute agreed to
pay a certain percentage of the expenses, while
the balance was to be borne by the fellows themselves. Mr. Harper, our InstruCtor, was to act
as Chief Engineer, the '99 Civils as Asst. Engineers and the '00 Civils as chainmen, rodmen,
etc. Both classes entered heartily into the projest. On June 12th we received our instruCtions

as to what we would need and were also informed
that one night off each week was all that would
be allowed, not including Sunday. Cigars and
pipes could be used at any time, provided they
didn't interfere with the work. Cigarettes were
forbidden and any found were to go to the "chief
of party."
On the morning of June 15th, a large moving
van backed up to the basement door of the Institute and was loaded with our outfit. Several of
the boys rode on the van, while the rest rode
their wheels. We arrived at Forest Park, the
scene of operations, about 9 o'clock. Some difficulty was experienced in getting the large wagon
over the hills to the cottage which we were to
occupy. The latter was a three room frame
building on the side of the hill overlooking the
upper dam. One room we used for a kitchen,
one for a dining room and sleeping quarters combined, and the other was the office and boudoir
of Mr. Harper and John, the• cook. No, we
didn't put eleven fellows in one bedroom, we
also had a tent which accommodated four; while a
neighbo -ii:ig cottage sheltered two more.
After dinner and a preliminary straightening
up, we started in on our work. It might be well
to state here the object of our survey. It was to
find a feasible location of a fine conneding the
Big Four and Vandalia Railroads and passing
through the cheap hill lands. Before running in
the preliminary line we ran several trial lines.
The first of these commenced about a mile south
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of where the Big Four crosses Otter Creek, and to a great deal, but such is not the case, for from
ran northward down a ravine filled with under- the time Mr. Harper's musical "All out" disbrush and mud, and struck the Big Four just turbed our peaceful slumbers at six o'clock in
West of the creek bridge. The topography along the morning until a couple of hours after supper,
this line was estimated, no instruments being we had our hands pretty full. Everybody workused. Two mote trial lines were run from a ed with a will, although on one or two occasions
point half way down the first one, but striking off the rear flagman, forgot in slumber his troubles
more to the east. From the knowledge of the for a little while and gave the transitman an opcountry thus gained, the Preliminary Line was portunity to use his lungs. Nor was it all work,
started from a point 370 feet east of the creek for our cook was a splendid one and the way in
,bridge, across the creek and then south along the which the "flapjacks," for which he is famed, disside of the ravine, through an orchard, along a appeared was a caution.
There were several little incidents which varied
lane, through a meadow, a wheat field, a clover
field, down into another ravine, then through the the monotony of the routine and caused a little
bottoms and again up into the hills. It was here amusement. At 4 o'clock in the afternoon of the
that we encountered resistance on the part of the first day in camp Avery was sent to Ellsworth, a
natives. A farmer objeccted to our running the distance of about a mile, for the mail. He stuck
line through his fields. We got across his prop- to the right road for a short time but soon wanerty by triangulation much to his surprise. We dered. When he thought he had walked about
had no further trouble and soon reached the enough, he found that he had some three miles
Vandalia tracks at Mr. Hulman's farm, about to his credit and those in the wrong direCtion.
three miles from the "Big 4." The Preliminary He was set aright by some one and reached camp
Line was plotted and profile made then, from this shortly after seven. Another time in company
data the Located Line was computed and laid with A. Kidder, he went to Ellsworth for proout, including all wyes and curves and some grade visions. It was quite dark and raining When
stakes. We started the Located Line about .120 they started to return and not long before it
feet further east than the Preliminary and ran it was so dark that they coundn't find their way.
so we could use a proper grade with a minimum They stayed in a barn until morning and came
of cut and fill. About two days were spent run- into camp about 5 o'clock.
ning the Preliminary and three the Located
On Sunday most of the fellows, went to town.
Line. The topography was obtained by various In the evening A. Kidder brought out a freezer
methods according to the nature of the ground. of ice cream, from which we filled our tin plates;
Where it was hilly and rolling, the level and rod music and college songs were indulged in and
were used, where it was a gentle slope, the tran- Dr. Mees kindly remembered us by sending a
sit was used to get the vertical angle and the dis- box of cigars. It was empty next morning. One
tances were obtained by stadia. In the ravine of the boys also took several pietures of the party
where the ground was very broken, the boards and about the camp.
were used. When the Located Line reached the
One evening the party which had been down
field where we met with opposition no one was in toward the entrance of the park brought news of
sight. Both the transit line and the levels were a party of High School young ladies. So a numcarried through the fields and it was done so ber of the fellows put on their best sweaters, etc.,
quietly that no one would have thought that and called on them. They reported a good time.
there were a dozen college boys in the neighborWe also had several visitors. Dr. Mees and
hood.
Prof. Howe came out one afternoon and later
The idea has gotten abroad that we had a high Prof. and Mrs. Howe came and stayed to dinner.
old time and that the work we did didn't amount The cook also had a visitor, human or otherwise.
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He didn't leave his card, but carried away a half
each of ham and bacon.
The weather during our stay was exceedingly
hot with the exception of a few nights which
were cold enough to cause us to wear sweaters
fo bed.
Platts, alias "Slats," tried persuasion on a col-

ored man's dog, but filially concluded to stay on
his own side of the fence. The two classes made
some original investigations on the flow of water,
but the data has not all been colleated and therefore cannot be presented here! On June 26 we
again rolled up our blankets and returned to
town, somewhat wiser and a great deal browner.

YE OLDEN HALLOWE'EN.

they checked their elders and held their own way,
and honorably among them all.
But in their turn when those younger than
themselves made an appearance, these were taught
gentle ways, ye modem sports, and such as they
should do.
Now the Big Chiefs of the camp announced
that as.a credential for valor, knowledge, and the
like, they would present each member of the tribe
with a diploma, and the time should be Eighteen
Hundred and Ninety-nine.
The president of the band, a man from Washington, and once coach for Uncle Sam, called his
braves together and advised with them and between them legal steps were taken that a monument should be left. It was declared that stone
soon rots and bronze it would better be. And
where? Over the center arch at the doorway to

NE September day, two years ago, thirtytwo youths made their appearance at Rose
Tech. They hailed from all portions of the
western hemisphere, and unversed in college
ways, they sought each other's aid. It was well
for them that they bonded their hopes and fates,
for they had struck a land of persecution. They
were only one band of four and they the youngest of them all. Another band, one year older,
were the Phineas of the camp and jealous to the
core.
Now it would take a volume to chronicle the
journey of this band during their two years of
life, and here it will suffice to say that they at
once made a declaration of independence and have
maintained themselves well; it is true that they
were attacked, but strongly bonded and fearless
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the hall a site commanding and excellent could
be found. And of what design ?, Names, no.
An epitaph, no. Knowing and insisting that a
word to the wise is sufficient, it was decided that
a simple suggestion should be made, and this referring the observer to any well written history
wherein could be found the deeds and accomplishments of Ninety-nine.
And when? Choose a time when ye guardians
of the peace, tired and weary from their vigils
upon more mischievous folk who roam the earth
the evening of All Saint's Day, should be bound
in slumber and helpless to resist.
Among the braves was one from Louisville and
bred in art and fancy; to him art is generous and
the design came as in a dream. Now to a foreign land the delegates did go and sought a furnace wherein bronze could be wrought as clay in
ye sculptor's hand. And the artisans did list to
the artist and long and serious were the counsels;
at last cool and clear were the plans, and like unto
the casting of ye bell the artisans did do their
work. And over an unfrequented way the guarded
plate was carried and safely to its owner's land.
When the time approached, the president did
muster his band and gave out ye signal—'twas
the first crowing of the chanticleer in the morning when frosty November did break its maiden
day.
And the men did list for the signal and heard
it and moved as if by a common thought. Now
to ye chosen site and the watchman heard not,
then haste, but well the worthy deed was done,
and yet the watchman heard not.
Now, from the basement to the tower the scouts
did survey and no watchman to be found. 'Twas
a time for carnival, and a chariot drawn by human hands did draw the president—and the race
course forbidden ground. Out from the silence
a toll was heard, it was time for morning mass
ye watchman awoke and saw a scampering band.
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of a nature to show a generous amount of enthusiasm, and on this basis should the participants
be congratulated. They were usually in the nature of visits by the members of one class to the
rooms of the opposite classmen. The programs
were doubtless very hum'orous, causing chagrin
to the hosts and climaxed by their being compelled to retire. The sport ended by a little romance which would make a delightful two-act
comedy.
One "Harry," a Sophomore, had an engagement with a young lady for an entertainment
that evening. While at the home of the young
lady it became apparent that the house was surrounded by Freshmen and "Harry" was the
game. To defeat the Freshmen the little brother
of the hostess was called to the service of escort
and "Harry" remained safely indoors while the
others went to the entertainment.
About this time a Sophomore who was making
a call felt a pang of unexplainable uneasiness
and was resolved to find the source. He chanced
to approach the house where his classmate was
held a captive and recognizing some one on the
porch approached and called gruffly "Hello
Kitt." "Kitt" is, a Freshmen, and quite
startled he imagined a regiment of Sophomores
were at hand. The Sophomore was captured
and sent to his room and the house guarded so
he could not manage to dispatch a messenger to
his classmates.
The young lady returned home and with her,
two others, they held a consultation; no Sophomores were to be found, it was getting late and
something must be done. They decided to see
"Harry" safely home. The journey was interrupted, a humble pardon was begged of the
young ladies and new escorts appointed, but
"Harry" must be entertained by his long delayed hosts.
Some Juniors chanced to view the fun and
were implored to drive away the mean Freshmen,
NAUGHTY-ONES.
but "you forget that I am a Junior."
The Freshmen and Sophomores had a few dual
Threats of "never speak to me again"
frolics during the weeks previous to Hallowe'en. melted their hearts and finally awakening to the
These 'scraps,' while not of general interest, are penalty of refusing to call off those whom they
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had urged to the deed, they courteously interceded
and the prisoner was released with the assurance
that next time he would not be so easily begged
off.
THANKS.
V. M. C. A. has in many ways
shown an interest in our welfare, especially by a reception
given to the class at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Gray,
North Eighth street. Therefore,
Resolved, That as a class we hereby extend a vote of
thanks to the Association for its efforts in our behalf; and
also by this means manifest to Dr. and Mrs. Gray our
sincere appreciation of their warm hospitality.
"THE CLASS OF NAUGHTY-ONE."
WHEREAS,the Rose Tech

NOTES.
Professor Howe has recently designed a unique
but simple instrument for transferring parallel
lines on the drafting board. The usual way is to
transfer such lines by a triangle and a straight
edge, but quite frequently this process becomes
very awkward. This instrument displaces the
triangle and is used with a straight edge.. It conat
sists essentially of a guide arm 12"x7ex
one end of which is an undercut projection -TV,
thick and extending out 111B-"x1-fl-6-", with the corners rounded, this projection is the seat for a conical friction-joint with a thumb screw which
clamps the lower swinging arm to the guide arm.
The swinging arm is 18" long, Tit thick, and
tapers from lk" inches at the jointed end to /
5 8"
at the other extremity, the corners of the jointed
end being rounded. The instrument is made of
brass and has the permanent true edge's so much
desired. It is very handy in all positions, and
notably so in occasional awkward positions. It
cannot, of course, be used for erecting perpendicular lines excepting by a geometrical procsss, but

even the triangle is quite unsafe to use for this
purpose unless it be an expensive metal one.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Study, of Ft. Wayne, announce the marriage of their daughter, Edna
E., to Mr. Joseph D. Harper, of Terre Haute,
Nov. 17.—Ft. Wayne Gazette.
The Freshmen class have eleaed the following
officers:
Hugh E. Perkins, President.
Otto B. Shaley, Vice-President.
Albert C. Lyon, Treasurer.
Robert B. Insley, Secretary.
John R. Wilbanks,
Athletic Directors.
John T. Dickerson,

YELL.
"Umpty-One, Umpty-One,
She's a cuckoo, she's a hon,
She's the only, onliest one,
Rose Polytechnic, Naughty-one."
RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE—BOARD OF
EDITORS OF THE TECHNIC.
WHEREAS, Mr. Harry B. Stilz has suffered the loss of
his father, we, the members of the Board of Editors, wish
to express such feelings of 'sympathy as may come from
friends and fellow students. Therefore, be it
Resolved, That we tender to him our most sincere expressions of condolence; be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be furnished
THE ROSE TusHisac and Mr. Stilz.
COMMITTEE.

RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE — CLASS OF '98,
R. P.1.
WHEREAS, Our classmate, Mr. Harry B. Stilz, has suffered the loss of his father, be it
Resolved, That we, as sincere friends, express our
heartfelt sorrow with him in his bereavement,
THE CLASS OF NINETY-EIGHT.
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Gray, 0'l, thinks malice means kind-heartedness.
Mr. Noble Butler visited his son, Butler, '99,
last week. .
Kidder, '00: "Professor I have one, it reads
from right to left."
The Freshmen seem very anxious to have '01
sat upon by certain of the Sophs.
Mr. and Mrs. Kittredge, of Dayton, 0., spent
several days with the Kittredges, '99—'01.
Cubit Smyth: "What is a lemma, any way?"
Trumbo: "It is one half of a dilemma."
What '99 wants to know: Where did "Nick"
drop from that memorable Monday morning?
Helmer,'00: "Say, Professor, can't you put a
h6op around a cracked bell and make it ring,"
Larson, '00, finds red ink an excellent remedy
for sprains and liniment equally as good for writing.
Lieut. Crawford, U. S. A., a brother of Crawford,'99, spent a few days in Terre Haute last
week.
Mees,'00 : "Professor, I have copied down
that proof of the equation but I would not swear
to it."
Lesser, '00, translating German, "When I
switch him I will break a fence post over him
lengthwise."
The Juniors change shop work this week, those
in the machine shop going to the blacksmith shop
and vice versa.
A Normal's idea of perfection—"To be in Paradise, where the Polys' would not cause us so
many heartaches."
Professor Hathaway: "When you can show
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me a minus(—) one foot rule I will illustrate
this demonstration."
Mr. Harper, making lantern slides, to Professor Howe, "How many times the other time shall
we expose it this time."
A climax to an argument over an equation —
Professor K.: "Yes, but that equation is theoreetically soluble in x."
Appleton, '00, translating,-in German, "au/die
Bahrsteitte des Eaters, I reckon it means, in the
beer room of his fathers."
Edwards, '99: "Whee ! just had a quiz in
French and there were thirteen zeros. Voorhes,
'98: "Oh that is nothing."
Boudinot, '00, was sick during the latter part
of Occtober and returned home to recuperate. He
has since resumed his studies.
Schwable,'99: "Photographs of bullets with
the air waves! Why, you could not keep them
except in a box, could you ?"
Professor Hathaway: "An imaginary quantity expresses something to do Which we can
not do with what we have got,"
Helmer, '00, has had to give up all work except the chemical laboratory on account of his
eyes giving him so much trouble.
Christmas is coming and so is the Christmas
Technic. Christmas may some day be forgotten,
but the Christmas TECHNIC—never.
Prof. Albert A. Faurot was called away from
the Institute for a few days on account of the
death of his aunt in Jonesville, Mich.
Prof. H.: "Yes, I proved that j5 was divisible by q, but now I will prove that it isn't."
Soph.: "Yes, but which will be so."
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When Richardson, '00, goes calling he had
better see that the Freshmen are not around the
corner or he may have to stay all night.
Lost—A Camera Club—somewhere between
June and September; a liberal interest will be
taken in its recovery, as it is very valuable.
Mr. J. D. Lyons, of the Foos Gas Engine Co.,
visited the Rose Tech and spent some time inspecting the apparatus and courses of work.
'Men had a little wether
And how this lamb could buck,
And now each time he hits the line
'Tis for the Rose Tech's luck."

Professor Faurot—`• Mr. Madison, have you a
question to ask; you had your hand up?"
"No, sir. I only wanted to see if you were
looking."
It is understood that the Freshmen have a very
unique pair of calipers. They walk or run and
Patent applied for, by
respond to a name.
Weatherhead.
Smyth,'99, offers five dollars reward to the party finding Schwed and Kidder talking with each
other on any subject other than photography or
civil engineering.
Dr. Mees: "Well, Montgomery, what is the
matter with you; what have you been drinking ?"
Mont.: "I haven't been drinking; I forgot
and blew out the gas."
Quite a number of delegates to the Y. W. C.
A. visited the Rose Tech this week and were
shown over the buildings, and many compliments
were passed on the work.
There seems to be some doubt in the Freghman
class as to the meaning of "demagogue." To
Weatherhead it means a country school-teacher
and to Willis a religious institute.
Professor Gray: "Denoting the true weight
of a body by W 1. Mr. Ford, what would the apparent weight of the body be" Ford seriously
but without explanation: "W2."
The day those aluminium discs, good for one
dollar in trade, made their appearance, Professor K.: "I wish you would put away those tinkling symbols until after the lealure."

A number of the Rose Tech Y. M. C. A.
men attended the reception given by the State
Normal to the delegates at the State Convention
of the Y. W. C. A.
Crebs: "Well, Professor, isn't that process
you just went through, integration ?" Professor
H.: "Oh, no, that process is not what we call
integration, it is anti-differentiation."
Dr. Mees is very welcome to speak to a class
during a quiz; the Juniors each applied for credit
on the hardest problem in a calculus quiz recently
for ten minutes attention given to Dr. Mees.
The Freshmen have learned the i-opes of the
Rose Tech in a surprisingly short time, and have
found out the office hours of one of the Sophs and
know where to wait on him when not at home.
Mr. V. W. Helm, the State College Secretary
ot the Y. M. C. A., was in the city on busines
visiting the Rose Tech Y. M. C. A. and was
much pleased with the work carried on. by the
association.
Mr. David S. Lansden visited his brother, Lansden, '98, last week. Mr. Lansden was tackle on
the 'varsity team '91 at Princeton, and watched
the practice of the Rose Tech team with a great
deal of interest.
Three Purdue men stopped over in Terre Haute
for a few hours last week and spent the time between the trains in visiting the Rose Tech. They
were most favorably impressed with the Institution and the course of work.
If you observe a surveying party you will hear
the rear chainman call "stick" when in readiness, and the front chainman call "stuck" when
the pin is set. Go into a recitation in conic sections and you will see Professor Hathaway
"stick" the boys, and will hear the boys quickly
express themselves "stuck."
The Junior civils have about completed a very
pretty set of maps of their recent railroad survey
at Forest Park. A preliminary estimation of the
cost results in assigning about $15,000 per mile
for the complete construction of all grades,
bridges, waterways, ballast, ties, rails, fences,
right Of way, etc., ready for the rolling stock.
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Earlham opened this year with two hundred have interested their faculty in a proposition to
set aside an hour or two during the week for the
students.—Earlhamite.
The University of Ohio opens this year with consideration of questions which may from time
to time arise that are of interest to the entire
over 700 students.—Ex.
student
body.—Bowdoin Orient.
The Integral comes into our hands in a new
Carmen, Esty B. V. Vic!
form and greatly improved.
Hysteresis,
The half back on the Harvard team is the
Line up quick!
Dynamo, Thermo,
uncle of the quarter back.—Ex.
Volt, ohm, ah!
Harvard's foot ball team, as now constituted,
Calibrate your ammeter!
averages 185 pounds, making it the heaviest in
Ninety-eight, rah!—Illini.
the country,—Illini.
Princeton and Pennsylvania will not meet this
We notice that the Mini and Purdue Exponent fall, owing to the trouble between the colleges
are each adorned with a new cover of original over the game in 1894, the Faculty Advisory
design, and greatly improved.
Board will not permit a game until all the stuThe recent trouble between the students of dents who were then in college have graduated.
DePauw University and the faculty has been set- In this way they hope to cause all hard feelings
tled and Williamson, who was charged with pro- to die
fessionalism, has been reinstated.
The chief mathematician at the observatory of
There are no better criteria of a college than the University of Paris, is an American girl, who,
its alumni and its paper. The alumni represent with three men assistants, makes all the complithe work it has accomplished and the college cated calculations for astronomical observers.
journal its present status.—College Chronicle.
She has taken the degrees of Mathematics and
It is difficult for us to understand why the ex- Astronomy and obtained her position by superior
change column of our contemporaries is filled merit.—Normal Advance.
with jokes and made a humorous page instead of
In our exchanges we have observed a lack of
containing helpful criticisms, suggestions and enthusiasm in college athletics. Only after the
notes of the life and work of the colleges.— foot ball team has won a notable victory is the
While and Blue.
average student filled with sufficient athletic
The students of the University of California spirit to compel his attendance on the gridiron.
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Only after a number of pretty girls have appeared on the tennis courts does he feel it his
duty to play tennis. So we could enumerate in
all athletics. This should not be the case. It is
only by hard practice that one may be victorious
in any case.—College Era.
Mr. Casper Whitney, author of many interesting books on American and English athletics,
has just started on a tour around the world (in
the interest of Harper's Weekly) on what may
be called a sporting pilgrimage. On his way
west he will visit the leading colleges and make a
close study of their athletics. From Vancouver
he sails to Japan, thence to China, and Siam, fol• lowing into the heart of Asia wherever his

search for the sports of the country lead him,
then on to India, Germany, France, and through
the continent and England preparing a series of
articles on the sports of each country.—Book Review.
While the commercial value of technical education is a large factor in its favor, for men must
eat and drink, it is needless to say that our too
often reiterated remarks regarding certain studies, "I don't see how I am going to make a dollar out of that ?'! is the expression of the feelings which comes from a very perverted idea as
to the real value of ihe advantages which we enjoy. Education without character is power without responsibility.—Education.
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Our Store is the Commercial Center
For Good Dressers. The genteel Clothing we sell attracts the attention of
those interested in Good Clothes. The way we make them up, the easy grace m
and fit of the garments, together with the substantial materials, gives them the
prominence they deserve. And then our reliable guarantee goes with every garment.
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